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ABSTRACT
Summaries of discussions between NASA Ames
are given. These discussions concerned current
possible future directions for V/STOL shipboard
as several of the other V/STOL control research
of persons outside NASA who would be interested
reports was completed and is given here.

personnel and the author
reseach interests and
landing studies, as well
interests at Ames. A list
in MIT/LIDS V/STOL study

Research and trip sponsored by NASA under grant NGL-22-009-124.
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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of the trip to NASA Ames Research Center was to
communicate in person with the people there who are interested in
the MIT/LIDS

VTOL shipboard landing studies.

The intention was to

discuss the current state of research in the V/STOL control field, and
in particular the V/STOL shipboard landing problem.

Results of the

MIT/LIDS study on VTOL ground effects during shipboard landings and
the progress on the current VTOL landing study using the new ship
motion model were also to be discussed.

An explanation of the direc-

tion of C.G. McMuldroch's doctoral thesis was to be given.

In addition

two specific questions were to be asked of several people.

The first

was for a list of people potentially interested in receiving copies of
MIT/LIDS

V/STOL study reports.

The second question concerned the

value to the V/STOL community of making the aircraft landing control
system as independent of the ship as possible.
The goals set out above were achieved successfully.

From some of

the discussions arose the possibility of a coordinated MIT-Ames
development and evaluation of a ship motion prediction scheme for use
in the shipboard landings.
systems were obtained.
research at Ames.

In addition new reports on shipboard landing

Other talks focussed on

current and future

These included control studies involving

unique vehicles (such as the

XV-15, X-14B, and the Harrier),

pilot tasks (IFR helicopter operations),

several
difficult

and challenging manual and

automatic control problems (multiple helicopter lift of a single external
load).

During those discussions reports, or names of persons from whom
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detailed technical information is available,were obtained,no-one made
specific comments about the ground effect results or new ship model
progress.

The names and addresses of persons outside NASA who may be

interested in receiving reports generated under this project were
obtained.

In addition several more names and addresses will be mailed

to LIDS shortly.

Comments on the value of the aircraft self-contained

landing control systems favored the retention of shipboard ship motion sensors and data link to aircraft in cases where landings in heavy seas are
anticipated.

The data link in the form of a direction and ranging

beacon is necessary for the aircraft to locate the ship during approach
in poor visibility.
This trip to NASA Ames Research Center was recommended by
Professor Michael Athans, Director at MIT of the Laboratory for
Information and Decision Systems

(LIDS), and was supervised from the

Flight Dynamics and Controls Branch at NASA Ames by Mr. Brian F. Doolin.

SHIP MOTION PREDICTION
The development and evaluation of a ship motion prediction system
for shipboard V/STOL landings is a project which interests two people at
Ames who are involved in V/STOL shipboard operations.

This topic was

brought up by Vernon Merrick, who uses the piloted shipboard landing task
simulation to evaluate various V/STOL control system and pilot display
system configurations. Clyde Paulk,

who is involved in the NAVTOLAND

project, is also interested in this topic from the point of view of an
automatic system.
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The kind of system Vernon Merrick is interested in, is one which
will automatically indicate to the aircraft pilot that the ship motion
over the next few seconds will permit a safe landing from the hover
point.

This is a "lull" motion prediction.

preoccupied
as:

The pilot is sufficiently

that he can only be displayed very simple information,

such

go/do not go, which could be displayed by a colored or flashing

light.

On the otherhand Clyde Paulk is interested in an automated

landing system.

In such a system the motion prediction would be used to

generate a description of the expected landing deck location at the
predicted touchdown time.

The landing guidance subsystem would then use

this information to calculate a suitable aircraft trajectory to the touchdown point.
There is some debate over the accuracy required of the landing
predictor.

The required accuracy depends on: ship deck size, landing

gear maximum

impact velocity, acceptable touchdown velocities, and the

type of aircraft arresting gear.

Since the deck is very small one might

specify an accuracy of within one foot for the touchdown error; hence,
requiring an even better prediction.

Current Navy goals are for a navigation

system error of less than lft. and lft. per second at touchdown.
Along these lines under NAVTOLAND a new aircraft-ship ranging system
has been proposed and will be tested as a part of a shipboard test in 1982.
The ranging system will be based on radar altimeter technology for aircraft
and is intended to have accuracy of + 6 inches at close range.

On the

other hand,the maximum impact velocity specified for the landing gear is
15ft.

second.

Allowing a 5ft./second safety margin and commanding a 5ft.per
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second constant let-down velocity permits an uncertainty in ship velocity
prediction of 5ft. per sec. at touchdown - roughly 5 to 10 seconds after the
prediction is made.

Under rough sea conditions an aircraft arresting

mechanism may be required.

a mechanism which clutches the aircraft wheels on
touchdown.

bear claw -

RAST -

Three possibilities are:

a cable with hook, winch-down system developed for the
lamps helicopter (see Aviation Week June 30, 1980, page 47)

HARPOON -

a harpoon fired from the aircraft into a ship deck
grid on touchdown.

Each of these arresting systems has an associated aircraft touchdown accuracy requirement associated with it.

This requirement in turn affects

the ship motion prediction accuracy necessary.
For an automatic system, predicted position, velocity, attitude, and attitude
rate of the ship deck would be needed in order to calculate a guidance
trajectory.
deck.

A piloted system, however, may only need ship velocity at the

In the NASA Contractor Report by Sorenson et.al.,

is denoted to landing guidance.

This chapter goes over some ideas for

shipboard landings using ship motion prediction.
Sorensen et.al.

chapter four

According to Clyde Paulk,

saw the work reported by LIDS before writing their report,

and this is the reason for some similarities in the two reports.
Paulk commented on other studies that have been done in the past.

Clyde
Work

on aircraft carrier motion prediction was done around 1975 by Brian Doolin
et.al.

This work was based on a second order model of ship motion.

The

person still most involved in the area of exact ship motion prediction is
Eric Baitis at the David Taylor Naval Ship Research and Development Center.
His approach to prediction is through time series analysis.

In July 1975
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Bell Helicopter also wrote a report on a sea trial of lull prediction.
Analytical Mechanics Associated Ltd is currently interested in lull motion prediction.
The coordinated ship motion prediction project with Vernon Merrick
and perhaps Clyde Paulk could be divided in the following way:
- Ship Motion and Sea State Sensor Choice:

A joint effort by

Ames, LIDS and M. Triantafyllou.
- Ship Motion Predictor Algorithm: A model identifier for all
ship and sea operating conditions by M. Triantafyllou and
LIDS .
-

Piloted Landing "Go Ahead"Algorithm:

Determination of go/

no go algorithm by V. Merrick (Ames), LIDS, and M. Triantafyllou.
-

True Ship Motion Model:

A model to test algorithm against

by M. Triantafyllou.
-

Stationary Simulator Experiments:

Test performance of motion

predictor with piloted Harrier simulation led by V. Merrick
(Ames).
-

Moving Base Simulator Experiments Test performance of motion
predictor as above, but in a moving base simulator led by
V. Merrick (Ames) in approximately the summer of 1982.

-

Off-lineComputer Simulations of Automatic Landing System: A
simulation of the ship motion prediction algorithm as part
of a totally automated landing control system by LIDS, and
Clyde Paulk.
Such a study would be very helpful in determining the potential of

ship motion prediction schemes in aiding both piloted and automatically
controlled V/STOL landings aboard small ships.
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SHIP MOTION AND OPERATING CONDITIONS
The original sea-ship model, from which the low order sinusoidal
model was developed for Ames, was prepared by R.G. Brown and E.A.
Camaratta at the Naval Air Engineering Center.
The standard sea and ship conditions used by NASA for shipboard
landing simulations are recorded in Schmidt and Merz (page 11, Table 1,
"Characteristics of Ship and Sea Motion").

This table gives thirteen

different combinations of ship speed and heading, sea state, and wave
height and period.

Vernon Merrick quoted ship motion results he obtained

for two conditions as follows:

In sea state six at a heading of 600

to the direction of the waves and at a speed of 25 knots, the 1 rms
vertical center of gravity motion was 4.9 ft. and deck motion on his
plot was about 4 meters

(12 feet) in amplitude.

(His Harrier aircraft

was landing in this condition successfully using a thrust-to-weight of
about 1.1).

In sea state five with a heading of 450 and speed of 10

knots, the 1 rms center of gravity motion was 2.4 ft.and the roll angle
from the plot was about 70 in amplitude.

These amplitudes and others

from Vernon Merrick can be used to verify that the MIT and NASA Ames ship
motion models have similar behaviors.

HARRIER STUDIES/SHIPBOARD LANDING STUDIES
Vernon

Merrick is currently working on control systems for the

piloted Harrier aircraft.

One of the simulation tests for his designs

is the shipboard landing task.

He has designed a velocity command con-

trol system with automatic stabilization for the Harrier.

In sea state

six shipboard landings his controller gets a pilot Cooper-Harper Rating

of 5.

This means it has adequate performance, but requires considerable

pilot compensation.

The use of automatic stabilization in these control

systems results from the pilot only being able to concentrate on controlling one axes of the aircraft motion at a time, while monitoring a second
axes, during shipboard landings.

Hence, Vernon Merrick's controller for

the Harrier has a wings level stabilization, automatic horizontal plane
tracking, and automatic wind disturbance compensation.

The pilot controls

only the vertical motion of the aircraft.
A question which Vernon Merrick has been interested in is the
tradeoff between control system simplicity and performance.

One benefit

of a simple control system with fewer feedback loops wrapped around the
engine and actuators is lower frequency cycling of engine temperature a parameter which affects engine life.

With this in mind he has designed

a thrust level command control system.

In shipboard landing simulation

tests it was found that this type of control can be successfully used,
but with Cooper-Harper ratings of about two levels worse
velocity control.
however.

than with

The thrust control design does reduce the engine cycling,

NASA- Lewis Research Center is currently looking at time his-

tories of engine temperature cycling to determine whether or not the
engine can handle the amount of cycling that occurs during landings with
the velocity control system.
Vernon Merrick has completed his powered lift hover control design
studies for the Harrier and is writing report on them at this time.
He has not yet considered controllers for the transition region between
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completely wing born flight and completely powered lift flight.

This

region is at about 120 knots airspeed with a thrust deflection angle of
about 50 to 60 degrees.

Designing a controller for the transition region

is of interest to him, and may be the next project he starts.
The figure accompanying this section is a sketch of the flight
director display used by Vernon Merrick for shipboard landings.

The

ship deck is shown in plan view with a row of flashing lightsat the
forward end where obstructions are located.

For the horizontal position

control the aircraft symbol represents the plan view of the aircraft.
The T-bar below the aircraft represents the ship deck, but is moved only
vertically on the screen to represent ship deck heave motion.

For the

vertical motion the aircraft symbol represents a vertical cross section
of the aircraft.

The pilot can make some judgement of ship motion from the

T-bar, but what would be useful to him, would be the addition of a "land
now" or "go" signal.

The "go" signal should occur when the ship motion

will be in a lull for a time sufficiently long to land on the deck.
Currently the pilot's field of view in the simulator is quite restricted,
so he depends heavily on the display.
will be available for the pilot.
over a model board.

In the future a wider angle of view

The current view is generated by a camera

The system under development now with a wide angle

of view has computer generated imagery.

This addition of realism may

increase the ability of the pilot to land by presenting him with more
visual information.

Photographs of his view out the forward wind screen

indicate that at close range over the landing pad all he can see are the
ship mosts and funnel, or a blank hanger wall depending on the hover
height.

The results with the new imagery

should be very interesting.
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THE LIFT/CRUISE FAN AIRCRAFT
The Research Technology Aircraft (RTA) is not part of any ongoing
research.

However, Vernon Merrick still has the simulation models

available for use.

His work is now concentrated on the Harrier aircraft

and various derivatives of it.,

TILT ROTOR AIRCRAFT
This is the XV-15 aircraft.

There is an article in Aviation

Week and Space Technology about this aircraft:
issue,

page 62.

See the December 16, 1980

Currently a model of this vehicle is being tested on

the FSAA piloted moving base simulator at Ames.

Bedford Lampkin indicates

that there are plans by the Navy for actual aircraft trials on board a
ship.

According to Clyde Paulk the XV-15 does have an attitude hold

controller as well as an onboard computer, but they are not interconnected.
If linearized equations of this type of aircraft are needed they are
available.

In fact for any aircraft model which is stored at the simula-

tion facility, linearized models for any flight condition can be generated
at the facility.

Luigi Cicolani may work on the XV-15 in his next project.

If he does he will be designing a dynamic trim controller for it.
about this type of controller is reported in a later section.

More

A report on

control actuator authority requirements for the XV-15 was written by
W.L. Brigadier.

For general information and particularly information

about the control system and math models of the XV-15 the person to
contact is Gary B. Churchill, (Room N237-228, phone (415)965-6091).
Gary Churchill was responsible for the XV-15 simulation set up.

--··-T1- ·······- -

GRUMMAN DESIGN 698
This is a Grumman project, for which NASA Ames is supplying wind
tunnel and simulator support in return for making the results public.
The design is described in Aviation Week and Space Technology,
in the April 21, 1980 issue, beginning on page 65.

It has two engines

attached to the ends of a "dumbell" arrangement which can rotate to
vector the thrust for conventional VTOL flight.
dynamically tested at low speeds only so far.
be a simulator math model available.

The 698 has been aeroIn about a year there will

Bedford Lampkin will know who to

contact about the model when it is ready.

X-14B FLIGHT EXPERIMENTS
This twenty year old aircraft is now being used to determine pilot
ratings of both different control system structures and parameters as a
verification of simulator results.
stability augmentation systems

Currently Richard Greif is testing

(SAS) where the pilot is given control of

angular acceleration, velocity or position for attitude control.
each type of controller a range of gains is tested.

For

The tests begin on a

simulator, and then progress to the X-14B tethered to a test stand by a
ball bearing type connection.
altitude

When tethered tests are successful high

(about 2000 ft.) tests are run.

After the pilots are satisfied

that the aircraft can be controlled safely at altitude they move on to low
altitude tests where control accuracy can be evaluated.
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When the attitude control systems are completed, the next set of
experiments will probably investigate the effect on pilot ratings of
performance in the face of system response time lags.

Typically time

lags of less than 0.05 second are not noticeable, around 0.2 second they
are acceptable, and at 0.3 second the lags begin affecting performance
adversely.
In future experiments the transition regime controls will be
tested.

IFR HELICOPTER OPERATION EXPERIMENTS
Victor Lebacqz and Jeanine Weber have completed inflight experiments with a variable stability helicopter.

The tests were directed at

determining pilot ratings and performance during approach path following
under IFR flight conditions.

MULTIPLE HELICOPTER LIFT
This problem is one of lifting a large and/or heavy external load
by more than one helicopter.

The challenge is to design a control

system to coordinate the helicopters.
topic as one he may work on.

Luigi Cicolani mentioned this

(The other possibility is that he will

work on the XV-15 dynamic trim control).

Because there are two vehicles

working in coordination to achieve a common goal, the Multiple Helicopter
Lift problem sounds like an opportunity to study the use of decentralized control theory.
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HEAVY LIFT HELICOPTER
This program to develop a large tandem rotor helicopter for
offloading container ships was terminated sometime around 1975.

It

had been an Army project since it is the Army's job to offload and supply its men on shore after the Navy has transported supplies to the
vicinity of operations.

Some equipment has been built and tests con-

ducted before the termination.
project at N4ASA Ames.

Now there is interest in reviving

If revived newer technology would be used.

this
For

example gear box technology has advanced in the time since the project
halt.

Bill Decker was the person who mentioned the renewed interest in

the heavy lift helicopter (HLH) program.

Several Aviation Week and Space

Technology articles, were written on the HLH program between 1974 and 1977.

DYNAMIC TRIM CONTROLLER
This is an aircraft controller structure which has received considerable attention and enthusiasm from several people at Ames.

The idea

was first developed by George Meyer at Ames, since then, it has been used
by Luigi Cicolani and G. Allen Smith on various aircraft.

Prof. H.P.

Whitaker at MIT may also know about this kind of controller.
is as follows:

(see copy of figure from Smith and Meyer).

The idea

First choose

a flight path and smooth it sufficiently for the aircraft to follow.
Then calculate the forces required to follow the path.

Next add in dis-

turbance and error regulation forces.

From the forces calculate the

necessary lift and drag coefficients.

Invert the lift and drag tables

or equations to get commanded attitude and thrust.

Smooth the attitude
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command and add in the command from the attitude regulator.

From the

attitude commanded calculate the required moment coefficient.

Then

invert the moment tables or equations to get surface deflections.
the thrust and surface deflections

Now

(or equivalently translational and

attitude actuator commands) are ready to send to the aircraft.
The dynamic trim controller has been applied to a wide variety of
aircraft.

The first was the Twin Otter.

This is a conventional aircraft

with only two nonlinear equations and two unknowns to solve for the trim
condition.

The next is the Augmentor Wing aircraft.

This aircraft has

vectored thrustand hence has a more complex set of equations to solve
for trim.

In this case a trim map was set up in the onboard computer to

solve for the trim condition.

Luigi Cicolani is currently writing the

report for the development and experiments related to this controller.
George Meyer has designed a dynamic trim controller for a helicopter.
G. Allen Smith is doing one for a tailsitter - a vertical attitude takeoff aircraft.

In the future the XV-15 tilt-rotor aircraft is a candidate

for a dynamic trim controller.

Luigi Cicolani may do this next.

The

XV-15 has VTOL and STOL configurations as well as the complete range of
combinations in between.
unknowns.
date.

It has eight nonlinear trim equations and eight

This is more complex than any of the other aircraft studied to

For the XV-15 an online Newton search method has been developed to

solve the trim equations in flight.
A report by Smith and Meyer explains the application of this
controller to the automatic landing of carrier aircraft.

In addition

Meyer and Cicolani have written a paper with a new,recently developed
explanation of the controller structure.

REDUNDANCY
The primary interest of Brian Doolin is in redundancy and its
application to control systems.

Related to this are stability problems

occuring due to switching between various actuators and between sensors.
He is also interested in algebraic systems theory and exploring its
connections with the area of redundancy.

CENTRALIZED vs DECENTRALIZED SHIPBOARD LANDING SYSTEMS
There is apparently not too much concern at NASA Ames about the
issue of centralized versus decentralized control.

People there are

concerned about whether or not they need a control system, and how practical it is to build.

For example, under VFR and smooth sea conditions

a pilot can land aboard a ship without any specific aids so long as the
aircraft manoeuvres

well.

At night however lights are probably needed.

In heavy sea conditions the question becomes: is there some practical way
of guaranteeing acceptable shipboard landings at all, even with full communications between the aircraft and ship?

If there is a method of doing

it, then the questioning will come round to issues of implementation.

At

that time it is possible that radio silence may be a desirable feature, in
which case perhaps a totally aircraft contained sensor, and computation system
would be useful, or perhaps data transmission by lasers might be possible.
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At the present time the question of decentralized control has not been
emphasized.

This impression was gathered from the small number of com-

ments made about it when the topic was mentioned.

The topic was usually

phrased as a question about the importance of making the shipboard landing
system self-contained in the aircraft and independent of the ship, rather
than as a theoretically phrased question about decentralized control.
Currently people seem willing to accept as necessary and implementable
whatever data transmission is required for a landing control system.
Under IFR conditions the ship will send out ranging information to the
aircraft so it can find the way back to the ship vicinity.

So some kind

of information transmission is likely, although, it may not be very
extensive.

Near the ship, however, precise ranging is necessary, perhaps

requiring more information transmission.
capabilities are avaiable.

In addition voice transmission

For landing in storm conditions it seems the

pilot could need a ship motion predictor as discussed earlier.

In this

case the prediction results would need to be linked up to the aircraft.
The situation now looks like an application of decentralized control.
The ship has sensors (for ship motion and aircraft position) and makes
some computations
of aircraft).

(predicts its future motion and current relative position

The results are transmitted to the aircraft which uses them

as inputs to its onboard landing controller, and no one part of the system
knows all the available information.
Another area where decentralized control questions can be asked is
in the multiple helicopter lift problem.

There two aircraft are supplying

equally important amounts of lift and mechanical control to the load
and the sensors are distributed on both aircraft, but where the computations
and decisions are made is a question open to study.
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PILOTED VS AUTOMATIC CONTROL
For the shipboard landing problem one can argue either way on
the piloted vs automatic landing control.
In the case of a system failure and/or a switch from a high level
to low level controller where pilot action is required, it seems better
to have had the pilot in control originally rather than suddenly bringing
him into the control operation.

If the pilot were originally inter-

acting with the control system, then he would already be concentrating
and reacting to the control task when the switch occurred.

He would

react faster if already in control, than if he were only monitoring the
controller and had to suddenly begin operating a hand controller.

This

is a pilot oriented view and is supported by Richard brief.
On the other side is the automatic controller advocate.

Charles

Hynes noted that for maneuvering close into the deck one can not tolerate
any failures in the first place.

Hence,

an already complicated control

system, as he expects such system to be, must be triply
equivalently failure resistant.

redundant or

With that much capability and complexity

already necessary, one may as well add the automatic feature.
Both these views have their own validity and it may not ever be
finally resolved if manual and automatic controller sophistication increase
at varying rates.
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FLIGHT DIRECTORS VS PERSPECTIVE DISPLAY
For a piloted aircraft in IFR conditions information must be
presented to the pilot so he can control the aircraft,
reasons why a headup

There are two

display of a perspective view is more desirable

than a flight director.

First is the transition from obscurred to

clear vision while close to touchdown.

It is easier for the pilot to

transition while looking out through the window at a line drawing type
representation of what is ahead when the obscuration clears, especially
at the last moment before landing.

This is because the important

features will not move in his field of vision, let alone change from an
abstract quantity (a needle location) to a visual picture
Scene) during the transition.

(the real

The second reason for a perspective display

is to give the pilot the same full range of trajectory options on the
approach during IFR as he has during VFR.

After all, if you present the

pilot with a flight director needle to match, you limit him to a preassigned trajectory which can be followed just as well by an automatic
system, and in that case you have not taken advantage of the pilot's
judgement about suitable trajectories.

This reason was presented by

Richard Greif.

ADVANCED DIGITAL OPTICS CONTROL
This area called ADOC and sometimes referred to as "fly-by-light"
is one in which Edwin Aikens is working on some aspects.
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SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
There are a number of interesting projects being worked on at
NASA Ames.

In addition there are some new ones coming up now, and

others tentatively in the future which are exciting.

In looking at

these projects and the interests of the people at Ames, some areas
which might be investigated at MIT/LIDS can be identified.
motion prediction area is one.

The ship

Another is the centralized-decentralized

issues applied to the multiple helicopter lift problem.

The heavy lift

helicopter (HLH) off loading a ship by external sling loads is yet another.
The HLH was infact a project suggestion a few years ago at LIDS, and may
actually become of direct interest to NASA in the future.

For the immediate

future ship motion prediction seems to be a very promising idea in witich
both MIT/LIDS and NASA Ames people are interested and could contribute complementary skills and facilities in a coordinated effort.
By permitting the communications, which led to the realization of
these potential areas of mutual interest between LIDS and Ames, the trip
was very worthwhile and successful.

The warm reception and friendly

atmosphere, which Brian Doolin and the others at Ames generated for the
visitor was very much appreciated, and was condusive to the many interesting and informative discussions reported here.

---------- -·
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